Copyright Declaration Form

This course pack contains material copied by the University of Wollongong in reliance on Part VB of the Copyright Act 1968.

Subject Coordinator’s Declaration

I understand that:

- In general, almost all material included in course packs will be protected by copyright
- Most authors assign their copyright to the publisher, in which case only the publisher is entitled to provide permission to copy the work
- The only circumstances under which I may include material in this course pack without the permission of the copyright owner is in reliance upon Section 113P of the Copyright Act

I agree that:

- I am responsible for the copyright compliance and quality of this course pack.
- I have read the appropriate sections of UOW’s copyright website (www.library.uow.edu.au/copyright), and understand what I may copy in reliance upon Section 113P
- This course pack does not contain any infringing material
- I have provided proper acknowledgement for all material reproduced in this course pack

Subject Coordinator’s agreement ......................................................... (please print name)

Date ........../ ........../ ..........

Subject ..........................................................